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Solving polynomial systems in polynomial time?

Can we compute the roots of a polynomial system in polynomial time?
Likely not, deciding feasibility is NP-complete.
Can we compute the complex roots of n equations in n variables in polynomial time?
No, there are too many roots.
Bézout bound vs. input size (n polynomial equations, n variables, degree D )
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Finding one root: a purely numerical question

#roots ≫ input size To compute a single root, do we have to pay for #roots?
using exact methods Having one root is having them all (generically).
using numerical methods One may approximate one root disregarding the others.
polynomial complexity? Maybe, but only with numerical methods.

This is Smale’s question
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Smale 17th problem
“Can a zero of n complex polynomial equations in n unknowns be found
approximately, on the average, in polynomial time with a uniform algorithm?”
— S. Smale, 1998
approximate root A point from which Newton’s iteration converges quadratically.
polynomial time with respect to the input size.
on the average with respect to some input distribution.
uniform algorithm A Blum–Shub–Smale machine (a.k.a. real random access machine):
• registers store exact real numbers,
• unit cost arithmetic operations,
• branching on positivity testing.
Infinite precision?! Yes, but we still have to deal with stability issues.
The model is very relevant for this problem.
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Another brick in the wall

Problem solved!
Shub, Smale (1990s) Quantitative theory of Newton’s iteration
Complexity of numerical continuation
Beltrán, Pardo (2009) Randomization
Bürgisser, Cucker (2011) Deterministic polynomial average time when D ≪ n or D ≫ n
Smoothed analysis
Lairez (2017) Derandomization
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Numerical continuation

Complexity of numerical continuation
F t +δt = 0
z′

ζ′

Ft = 0

How to choose the step size δt ?
Newton’s iteration
Too big, we loose the root.
ζ

z

Too small, we waste time.

Theorem (Shub 2009)
One can compute an approximate root of F 1 given an approximate root of F 0 with
#steps É 136D

3
2

∫

1
0

µ(F t , ζt )2 ∥Ḟ t ∥dt , where µ(F, ζ) is the condition number.
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How to choose the path?

linear interpolation F t = t F 1 + (1 − t )F 0
a better path? That exists (Beltrán, Shub 2009) but there is no algorithm so far.

(Pictures by Juan Criado del Rey.)
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Randomization of the start system

A randomized start system

Conditioning of a random system
• F a random polynomial system, uniformly distributed on some sphere
• ζ a random root of F = 0, uniformly chosen among the D n roots.
Theorem (Beltrán, Pardo 2011; Bürgisser, Cucker 2011)
E(µ(F, ζ)2 ) É n · (the input size)

• Is the conditioning good all along the continuation path?
How to sample (F, ζ)? Chicken-and-egg problem?
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Complexity of numerical continuation with random endpoints
F 0 , F 1 random polynomial systems of norm 1, uniformly distributed.
ζ0 a random root of F 0 , uniformly distributed.
F t linear interpolation (normalized to have norm 1).
ζt continuation of ζ0 .

lemma ∀t , F t is uniformly distributed and ζt is uniformly distributed among its roots.
∫ 1
3
#steps É 136 D 2 d S (F 0 , F 1 )
µ(F t , ζt )2 dt
0
[∫ 1
]
3
E[#steps] É 136π D 2 E
µ(F t , ζt )2 dt
0
∫ 1
[
]
3
É 136π D 2
E µ(F t , ζt )2 dt
0
)
(
3
2
= O nD (input size)

(Shub 2009)

(Tonelli’s theorem)
(Beltrán, Pardo 2011; Bürgisser, Cucker 2011)
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How to sample uniformly a random system and a root?

Beltrán, Pardo (2009)

first try Sample ζ ∈ Pn uniformly,
sample F uniformly in {F s.t. F (ζ) = 0} ∩ S.

 F is not uniformly distributed.
BP method Sample a linear system L uniformly,
compute its unique root ζ ∈ Pn ,
{
}
sample F uniformly in F s.t. F (ζ) = 0and dζ F = L ∩ S.

 F and ζ are uniformly distributed.

Solves Smale’s problem
( with randomization.
)
3

Total average complexity O nD 2 (input size)2 .
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Smoothed analysis

Bürgisser, Cucker (2011)

average analysis gives little information on the complexity of solving one given system.
worst-case analysis is irrelevant here (unbounded close to a system with a singular root).
smoothed analysis bridges the gap and gives information on a single system F pertubed by
a Gaussian noise ε of variance σ2 . This models an input data that is
only approximate.

sup
system F

[
]
3
E cost of computing one root of F + ε = O (σ−1 nD 2 N 2 ).

average-case w.r.t. the noise
worst-case
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Derandomization

Truncation and noise extraction

duplication of random variables

x , a random uniformly distributed variable in [0, 1].

0.50529019746531591013322667888500001621027

noise extraction
x = 0.604402562418089516117808124910468650529019746531591013322667888500001621027
truncation
0.6044025624180895161178081249104686

• The truncation is a random variable that is close to x .
• The noise is an independent from the truncation and uniformly distributed in [0, 1].
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Truncation and noise extraction on an odd-dimensional sphere

mesh on S2n−1

(truncation)

S(H ) ≃ S2n−1

[0, 1]2n−1

S

S2n−1

(noise)

• S is a measure preserving map due to Sibuya (1962).
• The noise is nearly uniformly distributed and nearly independent from the truncation.
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Derandomization
Beltràn and Pardo’s randomization

Lairez’s derandomization
noise ext.

randomness

noise

BP randomization

BP randomization

start system

target system

numerical continuation

start system

target system
truncation
approx. target sys.

numerical continuation
increase truncation order

approximate root

approximate root?

No?

Solves Smale’s problem with a deterministic algorithm.
Randomness is in Smale’s question from its very formulation asking for an average analysis.
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Quasi-optimal complexity

Complexity exponent in Smale's problem

(
)
total cost = O (input size) ·#steps .
| {z }
cost of Newton’s iteration

Beltrán, Pardo (2009) E(#steps) = (input size)1+o(1)
Armentano, Beltrán, Bürgisser, Cucker, Shub (2016)
1

E(#steps) = (input size) 2 +o(1)

work in progress E(#steps) = poly(n, D) = (input size)o(1)
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Bigger steps with unitary paths
observation Relatively small pertubation of a typical system F (in the space of all systems)
changes everything. Makes it difficult to make bigger steps.
idea Perform the continuation is a lower dimensional parameter space:
We allow only rigid motions of the equations rather than arbitrary
deformations.

compute one solution

move the hypersurfaces

continuously return

of each equation

to make the solution match

to the original position
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Unitary paths

In more details...
parameter space U (n + 1) × · · · ×U (n + 1), that is n copy of the unitary group.
(
)
This has dimension ∼ n 3 , compare with n · D+n
n .
paths Geodesics in the parameter space.
randomization Same principle as Beltràn and Pardo’s randomization.
complexity E(#steps) = poly(n, D).
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Thank you!

Present slides are online at pierre.lairez.fr with bibliographic references.
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